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Dear Parents

March has been a month filled with spirited events and academic milestones at our school.

Our best wishes to the students gearing up for the CBSE Board Examination 2024. They were showered
with encouragement and luck during the Tilak Ceremony in the school. The entire school leadership
joined in expressing confidence in their abilities.

The Junior Wing students showcased their sportsmanship and energy in the annual Field Fiesta.
Various races and enthusiastic participation made it a memorable event, highlighting the importance
of healthy competition and teamwork.

We successfully conducted essential Parent-Teacher Meetings, including the Final PTM for Class 9th  
students and the pre-board PTM for Class 10th students. I'm pleased to announce the promotion of all
Class 9th students to Class 10th, marking a significant step in their academic journey.

Our Foundation Year students celebrated Basant Panchami with a burst of creativity through a
drawing competition, embracing the upcoming season of spring.

Addressing the holistic development of our students, an interactive session on Behaviour
Management was organized for Primary Years students by our School Counsellor.

With the changing weather, I would urge all our students to stay well covered and hydrated. A healthy
body and mind are crucial, especially during exam preparations.

Speaking of exams, I pray for all students to give their best. Their hard work will undoubtedly lead to
success, and we are here to support them in every way.

Wishing everyone a successful and fulfilling month ahead.

Warm regards

Poonamjit Kaur
Principal

SMART WONDERS SCHOOL
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  Desk

From the

“ Like the pages of a book, each day unfolds a new chapter
of discovery and growth for our students, as they write
the story of their education with passion and purpose."



Class Activities

SMART WONDERS SCHOOL

In order to promote the spirit of national integration through a deep and structured engagement between
Punjab and Odisha, various activities were conducted under the ‘Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat’ programme for
the students of Classes VI-X. 

These activities included crafting diverse ornaments and toys inspired by the ancient Harappan cities and the
traditional craftsmanship of Odisha, visual storytelling, comparative study of cultures, in-depth research to
unravel the intricate details of the natural landscapes, and many more. These activities aimed to showcase
the rich heritage and culture, as well as the customs and traditions of both the states, thereby enabling
students to understand and appreciate the diversity that is the essence of our democratic framework.

Senior Wing Students celebrate Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat
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‘For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them.’

Fun with experiments

An activity on 'Fun with Experiments' was organized for students in the Foundation Year, recognizing that
children learn through exploration and discovery. Experiments help students become more observant and
inquisitive, sparking creativity. Hands-on experiences allow students to experiment through trial and error,
learn from their mistakes, and understand the potential gaps between theory and practice.

To demonstrate the importance and relevance of Science, the experiments conducted focused on soluble and
insoluble substances, inflating balloons with vinegar and baking soda, and generating static electricity with
salt and pepper. Students thoroughly enjoyed exploring their scientific aptitudes, providing them with the
opportunity to expand their knowledge in the field of Science and Technology. These hands-on experiments
reinforced the knowledge and concepts acquired in the classrooms or through books.
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Innovative Experiences 

Our students cultivate a profound understanding of how scientific concepts manifest in the real world. Their
innovative approach, blending traditional models with cutting-edge technology, not only enhances their
comprehension skills but also sparks curiosity and wonder amongst their peers and the broader community,
fostering a fresh perspective on Science.

Devangana, a student of Class 9C, skilfully displayed her baking prowess, seamlessly merging it with her
scientific knowledge gained in class. Shaping a cake like a human brain, her masterpiece creation was a
delight to see and inspired awe, while expanding knowledge.

Harshita, a student of Class 9B, created a density jar by layering liquids of different densities. She beautifully
illustrated the relationship between hydrophobicity and miscibility, showcasing the density of everyday liquids
such as oil, water, soap, and honey.

Yuvraj Bhargav from Class 9C presented an amazing pizza cell model using kitchen ingredients to represent
cell organelles: cell – pizza dough, cytoplasm – white sauce, nucleus – tomato, endoplasmic reticulum –
noodles, mitochondria – cucumber, lysosomes – green chilli, ribosomes – cumin seeds.

Mannat Sharma from Class 9A exhibited a working model of lungs demonstrating the breathing process. The
lungs and trachea were innovatively created with paper mache, and cartilage rings were formed with the help
of threads.



Class Assemblies
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The Wonderites of the UKG Class conducted an assembly on Vasant Panchami on the 6th of February 2024
with great joy and fervour. The assembly began with the lamp lighting ritual and a prayer invoking the
blessings of the Goddess of Knowledge - Maa Saraswati. The environment echoed with the festive spirit of
spring as the students performed Saraswati Vandana. They also shared the significance of the day through
poetic expression and soulful renditions. The Director, Ms. Avinash Kaur, appreciated the students for their
confidence and mesmerizing performances, motivating them to spread love and happiness with the onset of
the Spring season.

Assembly on Vasant Panchami
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Sports Day - Foundation Years

Results of UKG

The Foundation Years hosted its Annual Sports Day, 'Field Fiesta,' on the 16th of February 2024 amidst  mirth,
verve, and camaraderie. The Principal declared the sports meet open with the release of balloons into the
clear blue sky, and the participants reaffirmed their pledge towards maintaining the true spirit of
sportsmanship, integrity, and fair play during the games, followed by the recital of the sports anthem.

The highlights of the sports day were the 50m and 80m flat races. The students captivated the audience with
their fun-filled races, including the frog race, penguin race, and pyramid race. The students of Foundation
Years thrilled the spectators with their skills and dexterity. The culmination of the day’s events was marked by
the prize distribution ceremony.

Principal, Ms. Poonamjit Kaur, praised the efforts of the participants and emphasized the school's belief that,
apart from academics, sports play a vital role in the holistic development of the children.

Flat Races (Girls)

Japsimrat Kaur and Rieva Chawla

Jiyana Saklani and Kavyanshi

Riyanshi and Mehnoor Kaur

Flat Races (Boys)

Shivansh Sharma, Nidish and
Avitaaj Singh

Navpartap Singh, Mehraj Singh
and Reyansh Sharma

Dhruv Thakur, Araadhvir Singh
and Ekamvir Singh

Fun Races (Boys)

Shivansh Sharma, Mehraj Singh
and Reyansh Sharma

Dhruv Thakur, Nidish and Avitaaj
Singh

Navpartap Singh, Nivaan Shah
and Gurnaaz Singh

Fun Races (Girls) - Cat finds the Rat

Japsimrat Kaur and Rieva Chawla

Jiyana Saklani and Kavyanshi

Riyanshi and Swara Sharma
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Thrisha Korpal, Mishika and
Rasmeet Kaur

Results of Class 1A

Flat Races (Girls)

Avni, Amanat Mehrok and Mehnaz
Kaur

Maayra, Navya Jindal and
Japseerat Kaur

Flat Races (Boys)

Sri Ramanuja, Bilawal Maman and
Harshvir Singh

Yashveer Lamba and Yuvanesan
Sarguru

Dhruv Thakur, Araadhvir Singh
and Ekamvir Singh

 Fun Races (Boys) - Bunny Race
+ Find the Carrot

Shivansh Sharma, Mehraj Singh
and Reyansh Sharma

Dhruv Thakur, Nidish and Avitaaj
Singh

Navpartap Singh, Nivaan Shah
and Gurnaaz Singh

Fun Races (Girls) - Bunny Race
+ Find the Carrot

Avni, Mannat Bedi and Amaira
Singh

Thrisha Korpal, Aadhya Cheema
and Mehnaz Kaur

Armaan Kalsi, Navya Jindal and
Rasmeet Kaur

Shubh Karman and Manseerat
Kaur Pahwa

Results of Class 1B

Flat Races (Girls)

Aadirah Walia and Harzeenat Kaur

Deveshi Rai and Pia Vasistha

Flat Races (Boys)

Preetinder Singh, Gurpratap Singh
and Agam Pratap Singh

Arvin Bhardwaj, Talbir Singh and
Aadvik Kainwal

Nirvaan Singh Sroay, Medhansh Bisht,
Aarav Thakur and Gurasees Singh

Fun Races (Boys) - Penguin
Race + Find the Fish

Preetinder Singh, Talbir Singh and
Agam Pratap Singh

Arvin Bhardwaj, Medhansh Bisht
and Maurya

Aadvik Mittal, Aarav Thakur and
Tavish Chhabra

Fun Races (Girls) - Penguin
race + Find the Fish

Anaahat Kaur and Manseerat

Shubh karman and Pia Vasistha

Deveshi Rai and Kavya Patel
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Aishmeet Kaur and Ibadat Kaur

Results of Class 1C

Flat Races (Girls)

Keya Mishra and Harshita

Anayat Kaur Ahuja and Siya
Choudhary

Flat Races (Boys)

Sahibinder Singh and Shehzawar
Singh

Gauransh Bhardwaj and Hridaan
Bains

Agam Jain and Karthick Rohin

 Fun Races (Boys) - Bunny Race
+ Find the Carrot

Gauransh Bhardwaj and Hridaan
Bains

Sahibinder Singh and Karthick
Rohin

Anshdeep Singh Buttar and
Shezawar Singh

Fun Races (Girls) - Bunny Race
+ Find the Carrot

Keya Mishra and Prabhkirat

Aishmeet Kaur and Harshita

Snaira, Ibadat Kaur and Kanika
Parashar

Anvi Rana, Rehnaaz Kaur
Chaudhary and Sanchi Kumar

Results of Class 1D

Flat Races (Girls)

Kulnoor Kaur and Vanika

Sehaj Kapila and Seerat Kaur

Flat Races (Boys)

Samarveer Singh, Prabhveer
Singh Baidwan and Zorawar Singh

Hartajveer Singh Grewal, Ahaan
Sharma and Ekarya Jangra

Yuvjit Saini, Sehajbir Singh and
Reyaansh Jaiswal

Fun Races (Boys) - Butterfly
Race + Find the Flower

Samarveer Singh, Vihaan Dogra
and Zorawar Singh

Yuvjit Saini, Ahaan Sharma and
Rudra Singh Kohli

Hartajveer Singh Grewal, Prithamveer
Singh and Dilsher Singh Baidwan

Fun Races (Girls) - Butterfly
Race + Find the Flower 

Manreet Kaur and Seerat Kaur

Anvi Rana and Sanidhya Sharma

Ravya Jaswal and Rehmat Kaur
Baidwan
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Asreet Kaur and Amreen Kaur

Results of Class 2A

Flat Races (Girls)

Alice Grewal and Avleen Kaur

Avleen Kaur and Samaira Chopra

Flat Races (Boys)

Ruhaan Singh and Fateh Singh

Aarnav Chaudhary and Anmol
Raina

Amogh Dixit and Ayaansh Dhiman

Fun Races (Boys) - Skipping with Hoop
+ Drag the Ball

Gurhukamjot Singh and Anmol
Raina

Ruhaan Singh and Ahaan

Vivan Garg, Alfaaz and Fateh
Singh

Fun Races (Girls) - Frog on Leaf
+ Skipping with Hoop

Jenisha Goyal, Asreet Kaur and
Amreen Kaur

Mishka Saxena and Avleen Kaur

Avleen Kaur and Advita Doda

Arna Pandya and Niyamat
Preet Kaur

Results of Class 2B

Flat Races (Girls)

Hazel Kaur and Rehmat Kaur

Anaya Bansal and Prisha Kanish
Sharma

Flat Races (Boys)

Ayansh Sethi and Shresth Makhija

Rachet Khullar and Yuvraj Singla

Ikjot Singh and Kabir Singh

Fun Races (Boys) - Under the Tunnel
+ Ice Cream

Jivraj Singh and Shresth

Rudra Pratap Choudhary and
Shivansh Bansal

Armaan Kakkar and Yuvraj Singla

Fun Races (Girls) - Penguin Race
+ Under the Tunnel

Arna Pandya and Prisha Kanish
Sharma

Hazel Kaur and Mannat Sodhi

Harika Pandhi and Niyamat Preet
Kaur
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Charvi Agarwal and
Gurnaazpreet Kaur

Results of Class 2C

Flat Races (Girls)

Radha Purewal and Sanaya Shukla

Kudrat Gupta and Siffat Kaur

Flat Races (Boys)

Reyansh Chauhan and Savar
Vatsyan

Kanav Manocha and Rehaan Garg

Gurman Singh and Shehbaaz Singh

Fun Races (Boys) - Kangaroo Race
+ Under the Tunnel

Kanav Manocha, Kiyan Mittal and
Rehaan Garg

Reyansh Chauhan and Shehbaaz
Singh

Mudit and Ryan Sharma

Fun Races (Girls) - Kangaroo Race
+ Roll the Mat

Kudrat Gupta and Gurnaazpreet
Kaur

Charvi Agarwal, Sanaya Shukla
and Siffat Kaur

Nisham Soni and Janisha Gahlawat

Simrat Kaur and Sadhasri
Ellapparaja

Results of Class 2D

Flat Races (Girls)

Deepnoor Kaur and Hanaa Aggarwal

Yashnoor Kaur and Manseerat
Kaur

Flat Races (Boys)

Ekanshveer Singh and Sanidhya
Dhatwalia

Naman Deora and Ahaanvir Singh

Reyansh Nagpal, Jay Pareek and
Shivam Nischal

Fun Races (Boys) - Pyramid Race
+ Drag the ball 

Ekanshveer Singh and Jay Pareek

Ayaan Ummat and Sanidhya
Dhatwalia

Naman Deora and Ahaanvir Singh

Fun Races (Girls) - Pyramid Race
+ Drag the Ball

Simrat Kaur and Manseerat Kaur

Yashnoor Kaur and Ekamdeep Kaur

Ritanya Sharma and Sadhasri
Ellapparaja
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Sports Day - Primary Years
The Primary Wing Sports Day, 'Field Fiesta,' was held on the 15th of February 2024, for the students of Classes 3,
4, and 5 with great ardor. Principal, Ms. Poonamjit Kaur, declared the Sports Meet open by releasing balloons
into the blue sky, symbolizing a spirit of goodwill and sportsmanship in the games. This was followed by a 'Flag
Run' and the rendition of the sports anthem, instilling a sense of pride and unity amongst the students.

As the day unfolded, spectators witnessed a vibrant display of fun races where students tried their best to
outdo each other. The school ground echoed with cheers of applause. The winners were felicitated with
medals, and participants were applauded for their courage to play sports.

Ms. Poonamjit Kaur praised the efforts of the participants, expressing pride in the students’ achievements, and
affirmed that participation is more important than winning. She thanked the Head of the Junior Wing, Ms.
Sarika Sharma, the Coordinator, Ms. Payal Bedi, along with the educators for their hard work and support in
making this day a great success.

Results of Class 3A

Jugraj Singh, Jaiprabh Singh,
Kunal Mishra, Geethayini Sarguru

Tushaanveer Singh, Kiansh Garg,
Pargatjot Singh Arora, Shanaya
Srivastava

Yuvan Sharma, Khyat Sahni,
Yuvan Sharma, Gurasis Kaur

Jugraj Singh, Jaiprabh Singh, Kunal
Mishra, Gurasis Kaur, Mansaaj
Dhillon

Tushaanveer Singh, BirUday Singh
Gill, Pargatjot Singh, Twinkle Gupta,
Geethayini

Yuvan Sharma, Khyat Sahni, Siraaj
Singh Sandhu, Mehar Jalhotra,
Ishanvi Sinha, Gazleen Kaur

Results of Class 3B

Aadiv Sharma, Armanpreet Singh,
Saumya Khera, Bhavya Tiwari

Kunwar Mehraab Singh, Prabhdeep
Singh, Avneet Kaur, Gunreet Kaur

Priansh Aggarwal, Medhansh
Sharma, Ayukta Goel, Aaradhya
Upadhyay, Kudrat Gill

Priansh Aggarwal, Prabhdeep Singh,
Aaradhya Upadhyay, Gunreet Kaur

Dhairya Mann, Jashan Singh Walia,
Saumya Khera, Asreet Kaur

Abhiroop Singh Arora, Armanpreet
Singh, Ayukta Goel, Kudrat Gill
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Results of Class 3C

Vedhant Bhargav, Samar Khera,
Muhammad Ali Butt, Kavya Tomar,
Asees Kaur

Smarthan Singh Sandhu, Ryan
Kumar, Utkrisht Khosla, Ustat Kaur,
Riddhima Singh

Harjas Gill, Harkaran Singh Sandhu,
Samraj Singh Cheema, Shanvi
Bhanot, Paridhi Khurja, Bhaavi

Results of Class 3D

Neev Salaria, Ishvin Singh Juneja,
Charvi Joshi, Gursheen Kaur

Ishaan Pandey, Prabhjot Singh Saini,
Tanmeet Kaur, Divyaleen Kaur

Aarav Sharma, Samarjeet Singh,
Naira Goyal, Cyra Mehta

Neev Salaria, Prabhjot Singh Saini,
Naira Goyal, Gursheen Kaur

Gurshaan Singh Gill, K. Krisnav,
Tanmeet Kaur, Guntaas Kaur

Ishaan Pandey, Adhiraj Sharma,
Ruhani Kaur, Mehreen Kaur

Vedhant Bhargav, Viraj Singh
Cheema, Muhammad Ali Butt,
Aprajita Tomar, Asees Kaur

Smarthan Singh Sandhu, Harkaran
Singh Sandhu, Samraj Singh Cheema,
Kavita Tomar, Riddhima Singh

Aarav Sharma, Prabhkirat Singh,
Utkrisht Khosla, Shanvi Bhanot,
Mehreen Sharma

Results of Class 4A

S.Bhavesh, Aadditya Rathore,
Riddhi Dhiman, Taesha Narang

Tanmay Sharma, Mithun Krishnan,
Aahana, Dharuvi

Abhinoor Sood, Vivaan Upadhyay,
Dhanvitha, Bhavya

Tanmay Sharma, Naksh Bhandari,
Riddhi Dhiman, Taesha Narang

Divit, Aadditya Rathore, Dhanvitha,
Amyrah Oberoi

S. Bhavesh, Mithun Krishnan,
Vintej Kaur Sodhi, Anaaya Shahi
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Results of Class 4C

Arshdeep Singh, Gurfateh Singh
Khattar, Jasjot Rajput, Kishika

Namandeep Singh, Aarush Pathak,
Lakshita Sharma, Asmi Garg

Fatehveer Singh, Jasraj Singh, Vaani
Singh, Harnidh Kaur Panesar,
Kanwalpreet Kaur

Rajbir Singh Gill, Aarush Pathak,
Jasjot Rajput, Garima Choudhary

Namandeep Singh, Jasraj Singh,
Hargun Kaur, KanwalPreet Kaur

Deepinder Singh, Agreem
Shrivastava, Vaani Singh, Kishika

Results of Class 5A

Viaan Dabas, Maya Alina Saini,
Inayra, Nitara Bhargava

Siddharth Bharti, Harseerat Kaur
Bhatti, Paarvi Singla, Ishpreet Kaur

Taraksh Kohar, Eshaan Sareen, Japji
Kaur Lidder, Hasrat, Avni Gaur

Siddharth Bharti, Nimrat Kaur,
Harseerat Kaur Bhatti, Avni Gaur

Abhiraaj Dhatwalia, Nitara Bhargava,
Inayat Kaur Sahota, Kasak Goyal

Eshaan Sareen, Ekasmeet Kaur,
Maya Alina Saini, Triesha Kumari
Jangra, Ishpreet Kaur

Results of Class 4B

Manavjeet Singh Saini, Shaurya
Singh, Zara Sidhu, Nimrat Kaur

Jasraj Singh, Harmanpreet Singh,
Aarav Sharma, Sehar Mann, Ikdarsh
Kaur

Shreyansh Sharma, Shaanveer
Singh, Inayat, Harliv Kaur

Manavjeet Singh Saini, Shaurya
Singh, Zara Sidhu, Nimrat Kaur

Shreyansh Sharma, Virat Singh
Dhillon, Kulna Chawla, Harliv Kaur

Harmanpreet Singh, Shaanveer
Singh, Inayat, Ganieve Kaur Sandhu
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Results of Class 5C

Yugveer Singh Rawat, Jayson
Singh Thind, Charvi, Aadya

Aaryan Salwan, Medhansh Davesar,
Nimrat Kaur Ghuman, Harsheen Kaur

Gurchiragveer Singh, Siraaj Singh,
Tanaaz Kalsi, Gulnaaz Kaur Hari

Yugveer Singh Rawat, Jayson Singh
Thind, Nimrat Kaur Ghuman, Aadya

Adabdeep Singh, Siraaj Singh,
Charvi, Manjot Kaur

Rehan Sachdeva, Dhruv Jain,
Tanaaz Kalsi, Sifat Cheema

Results of Class 5B

Arjun Sharma, Reyansh Aneja,
Komya Mehra, Simranjit Kaur

Naunihal Singh, Jaskeerat Singh Sijher,
Gurniwaz Kaur Saini, Devanshi Rai

Jobanjit Singh, Birpartap Singh
Aulakh, Rashi Manocha, Vriddhi
Jindal, Arsheen Kaur

Arjun Sharma, Birpartap Singh
Aulakh, Rashi Manocha, Suresh Tejpal

Aarush Bhatia, Japtej Singh,
Manseerat Kaur, Ersheen Kaur

Naunihal Singh, Jayansh Mahajan,
Gurniwaz Kaur Saini, Simranjit Kaur,
Arsheen Kaur
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We continued the tradition of hosting the Tilak Ceremony for the Class 10 students of the 2023-24 batch,
imparting blessings for their upcoming board examinations. Principal, Ms. Poonamjit Kaur, applied the sacred
Tilak on each student's forehead, emphasizing the importance of approaching academic endeavours with
clarity, focus, and a sense of purpose. Vice Principal, Ms. Raina Chona, alongside the educators, sought the
blessings of Goddess Saraswati for the aspiring students, offering Prasad with heartfelt good wishes. The
students joyfully accepted the blessings and positive energy, embracing the divine support for their journey
ahead.

Solemn Tilak Ceremony for Smart Wonderites
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Workshop on Behavioural Management
Ms. Mandeep Nijher, the school counselor at Smart Wonders School, conducted a vital workshop aimed at
enhancing behaviour management skills among students aged 8 to 11 years. The session, held on the 5th of
February 2024, delved into strategies empowering young learners to navigate their emotions and interactions
effectively.

During the workshop, students actively engaged in discussions and activities centered around self-awareness,
empathy and conflict resolution. Ms. Nijher emphasized the importance of recognizing and expressing
emotions in a healthy manner.

The workshop also addressed positive reinforcement techniques to encourage desired behaviours. Students
learned about setting personal goals, self-monitoring and celebrating small achievements. By equipping
them with these essential life skills, the workshop aimed to create a positive and supportive school
environment, wherein students thrive emotionally and academically.
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Inter-house EVS Quiz
To foster a sense of environmental stewardship from an early age, the EVS Department organized an Inter-
House EVS Quiz on the 2nd of February 2024  in the AV Hall. The EVS quiz is a valuable educational tool
designed to engage young learners in understanding and appreciating the world around them. The primary
goal is to instil a sense of curiosity and responsibility towards the environment.

The preliminary round was conducted for all students and the top scorers competed in the final round of the
Inter-House EVS Quiz. The quiz featured various engaging and challenging rounds, covering different aspects
of Environmental Sciences. Through this quiz, children not only reinforced their classroom learning but also
developed insightful awareness of their surroundings. It served as an interactive and enjoyable way to assess
their comprehension of key concepts in EVS.

The winners demonstrated outstanding collaboration and teamwork. The Director, Ms. Avinash Kaur,
congratulated all the participants and the winners for their exemplary performance. She also motivated them
to stay abreast of the latest information for more frequent participation.

House:#1#1
Vriddhi Jindal of 5B

Samanvay Jain of 5A

Ikdarsh Kaur of 4B

Aditya Karol of 4B

Abhiroop Singh of 3B

Pahul Preet Singh of 3B

Oak

#2#2
House:

Inayra of 5A
Samaira Badal of 5C
Aahana of 4A
Ganieve Kaur of 4B
Ishvin Singh of 3D
Mahiraa Bains of 3CMaple

House:

#3#3
Bir Uday Singh Gill of 3A
Sukhsehaj Singh of 3B
Vivaan Upadhyay of 4A
Jasjot Rajput of 4C
Mriduv Verma of 5A
Paarvi Singla of 5AAspen

Results
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Achievers - The SWS Hall of Fame 

In an enchanting display of creativity and eloquence, students of Class 5 of Smart
Wonders School took part in a literary event organized by St. John’s High School in
Chandigarh, tailored to celebrate creativity and ingenuity among the students of
primary classes. The event by the name of Page Turners 2.0 Where Imagination
Meets Sustainability endeavoured not only to provide these little stars with an
opportunity to showcase their literary talents, but also reaffirm their commitment to
sustainability. The school conducted three stimulating competitions. Among fierce
competition from various schools, our students of Class 5 emerged victorious,
securing second and third prize respectively.

In Tell- a –Tale, wherein students had to narrate a story based on one of the SDGs,,
Nitara Bhardwaj from Class 5A bagged the 3rd position. In Colours-Of-Compassion
poster-making competition Gurniwaz Kaur Saini from Class 5B bagged the 3rd
position whereas in Frame-To-Fiction picture prompt, Kasak Goel from Class 5A
secured the 2nd position.

The Principal, Ms. Poonamjit Kaur, praised the outstanding performances of the
students by encouraging them to continue striving for greatness in all their
endeavours. She praised them for their dedication, perseverance and talent that not
only brought honor to the school, but also reflected the high standard of education
and support provided by the school.

Wonderites Shine at the Inter School Competition
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Student Corner

Since the day ChatGPT was introduced, it has had a significant impact on our daily lives. The field of education
and digital industry has been entirely on a fall due to the new multitasking AI (Artificial Intelligence). Recently,
companies like Microsoft, IBM and Dell have laid off more than 3000 employees because their work could be
done with more efficiency by AI. 

The major impact that is not really getting significant global coverage is how chatbots like ChatGPT, Bard and
many more are affecting the studies of the students globally. If you take the estimation, every 8 out of 10
students use ChatGPT for doing their homework like writing essays or letters, writing answers to complex
questions, solving trigonometry and quadratic equations. This is really worrying as students are the future of
the country and a country cannot thrive with such students who need an electronic means to do simple
mental equations. Many students who are aiming towards the coding, editing and software industry could be
easily overtaken by AI. 

According to a new study from Singapore, by 2050 students may even struggle to perform a simple
mathematical problem. Imagine a student in 2047 is using a calculator for solving 2+2! Isn’t that worrying in
this competitive era? But there is still some hope left.  
Many technical experts such as Elon Musk (the Co-founder of Tesla and Space X) have given a statement that,
“If AI is destructive in nature, and surely humans will understand how to work with it. If AI finishes 3000 jobs, it
will make more 3000 jobs.’’ I agree with the fact that AI is constructive, if used properly, but may become
destructive for mankind if misused. We may adapt to this change in a few decades but in the present, AI is
evidently being misused and it’s a fact.

EFFECT OF CHATGPT ON THE EDUCATION SYSTEM AND OTHER FIELDS

By: Sikandar Singh
Class- 8B

This year was a pivotal chapter in my academic and personal development. It was a year filled with a number
of opportunities for me. From learning skills in the class to being a council member, I thoroughly enjoyed every
phase of this year. The success of 'Confluence' stands as a testament to the collective efforts of the organizing
committee, and I am grateful for the chance to contribute to its grandeur. Another significant opportunity was
to showcase my entrepreneurial spirit at an event held in Faridabad. Presenting my business idea was a
chance to demonstrate my creativity and innovation and a valuable learning experience.

Our annual production ‘#Khwahishein’ was a spectacle that showcased the talent and dedication of our
schoolmates. Nevertheless, my favourite event - the farewell party that we hosted for our seniors was an
occasion that I can never forget. This year I made memories that I will always cherish. In the end, I am
immensely grateful to my teachers for their support and guidance throughout the year. I am eager to continue
learning, growing and creating unforgettable memories in the upcoming session.

My Class 9 Journey

By: Sanah Goyal
Class- 9C
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Session 2023-24, my 9th grade in Smart Wonders, was a journey full of countless opportunities for learning and
growth. The session started with the formation of new friendships that blossomed into enduring bonds by the
end of the year. Academically, 9th grade pushed me to new heights and I embraced the challenges by
immersing myself in subjects ranging from Mathematics to Enrichment activities like Film-making.

One of the highlights as a ninth-grade student was winning the final round of the national level competition -
‘Schoolathon on Sustainability’ at Manav Rachna International University, Faridabad. The annual function,
(#Khwahishein) was also a huge success, brimming with delightful memories. I am sincerely grateful to the
school for entrusting me with the role of Deputy Head-Girl. This experience has taught me invaluable lessons of
leadership, responsibility and collaboration, shaping me into a better version of myself. This year culminated
with a heartfelt farewell ‘Bollywood Dhamaka’ organized by us bidding adieu to our seniors. 2023-24 was truly
a year filled with remarkable memories and great learning opportunities. I look forward for more opportunities
to serve with dedication and diligence in future.

An Unforgettable and Remarkable Journey as 9th Grader

By: Tanureet Kaur
Class- 9C

Ninth grade has been a wonderful one as it made the session 2023-24 something that I will remember forever.
As it is said that every experience in life is a learning experience, in this class I got to experience tons of ups
and downs which taught me great values. Connecting with my teachers, making new friends, learning to paint
and play tennis, ninth class had a huge impact on my academic and personal life as well. 

The students also got to be part of various activities such as the farewell for the 10th grade students. It was a
memorable event where we said the last goodbye to our seniors. The football match and other house activities
proved to be a fun way of learning the spirit of teamwork. The annual function, ‘#Khwahishein’ was a great
success and the parents could see the hard work put in by all the students of the school. Overall, this session
offered us many opportunities to create greater bonds among each other, participate in different events and
competitions and made us be grateful for such a wonderful opportunity all over again.

My Wonderful Experiences

By: Tarushi Dhaliwal
Class- 9C

Ninth grade has been a wonderful one as it made the session 2023-24 something that I will remember forever.
As it is said that every experience in life is a learning experience, in this class I got to experience tons of ups
and downs which taught me great values. Connecting with my teachers, making new friends, learning to paint
and play tennis, ninth class had a huge impact on my academic and personal life as well.

My Journey of 2023-24
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By: Vedisha Gupta
Class- 9C

The students also got to be part of various activities such as the farewell for the 10th grade students. It was a
memorable event where we said the last goodbye to our seniors. The football match and other house activities
proved to be a fun way of learning the spirit of teamwork. The annual function, ‘#Khwahishein’ was a great
success and the parents could see the hard work put in by all the students of the school. Overall, this session
offered us many opportunities to create greater bonds among each other, participate in different events and
competitions and made us be grateful for such a wonderful opportunity all over again.

I, Japleen Kaur Saini from Class 9B, was a part of the 98th and 99th batch of the Adolescent Peer Educator
Programme held by CBSE in December 2023, that transformed me completely. The workshop was spread over
four days and included eight themes. It helped me become an optimistic person and develop a positive
approach towards every problem I face in life. The participants in the workshop were very motivating and
made the workshop really exciting. The workshop was all about confronting the challenges faced by
adolescents. The peer educators taught us in a fun and captivating way which made the workshop enthralling.
The workshop helped me feel empowered and motivated to support my peers effectively. It improved my
decision making skills and helped in building leadership ethics. I understood the importance of self-
management and resilience. I look forward to educating my peers and helping them build a positive attitude
towards life. I hope to conduct workshops in future which can help me spread the message of optimism and
offer a transformative learning experience which would empower individuals with knowledge, skills and
confidence.

I, Harshita Sharma of Class 9B, was fortunately blessed with the opportunity to be a part of the 98th and 99th
batch of the ‘Adolescent Peer Educator Programme’ hosted by the CBSE academic unit in December 2023. It
has been one of the most productive and interesting workshops I have ever attended. The workshop aimed at
inculcating various life skills including self-awareness, empathy, critical thinking, effective communication and
personal hygiene in the peer educators, so that they in turn, can guide their peers in the classroom. We
discussed eight important themes in a span of four days and always had a quick recap of the themes of the
previous day before we began with the day’s discussion. On the first day itself, the activities conducted and the
interactive nature of the workshop aroused my interest. The activities gave us a deeper look into the problems
that all adolescents face and helped us brainstorm about the solutions. The mentors were extremely polite
and open towards all our answers and inspired us to participate more. We were exposed to a variety of
thoughts and ideas different from ours, which would be of great use while we move towards conducting these
workshops in our school.

According to me, the rewarding opportunity of being a peer educator will help us acquire various life skills and
at the same time, will allow us to guide our peers in situations of distress or dilemma. I had been looking for
such an opportunity for a long time and I’m determined to fulfil this responsibility efficiently. The workshop has
opened a lot of doors for the future development of adolescents and has successfully motivated us to do our
part in building a healthy and happy adolescent population. I eagerly look forward to such workshops for us as
well as our juniors.

Adolescent Peer Educator Programme
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Teacher’s Corner

Hello friend!
Embrace exams as companions on your journey,

They're here to gauge your creativity and knowledge mastery.

Encounter them at each life stride with courage and grace,
Face them boldly, survive, and emerge with your own pace.

Tests may come in written or spoken form,
Stay resilient, maintain a zestful norm.

Throughout your student years, diverse subjects unfold,
Read, understand, explore, let knowledge be your stronghold.

Express freely in your unique voice,
Stay focused, upward growth is your choice.

Regular practice, grasp the basics with zeal,
Delve deep into each topic, let understanding be real.

Don't shy away from asking questions,
Value elders' advice, follow their suggestions.

No need for stress, learn and rewind,
Panic and pressure won't enhance the mastermind.

Exams are allies, well-wishers on your quest,
Different at each stage, put your skills to the test.

Smile, relax, retain your sparkle and shine,
Conquer them one by one, victory will be thine.

Examinations - A Friend

- Ms. Monika Sharma
    Activity Coordinator



SWS hosts a Library Visit
“Libraries store the energy that fuels the imagination. They open up windows to the world and inspire us to

explore and achieve, and contribute to improving our quality of life.”                 
                                                                                                                                                      ― Sidney Sheldon

SMART WONDERS SCHOOL

A library equips students with lifelong learning. It allows them to develop their imagination, improve
concentration, gain information and increase awareness, all in one place. The library at Smart Wonders School
is equipped with over 7800 books, 22 monthly magazines and 6 different newspapers.

To experience the joy of reading and explore a variety of books, the tiny tots of Small Wonders School from
Phase VII, Mohali, visited the Smart Wonders School Library. It was an exciting day for them as the young
learners enjoyed picking up their choice of books for reading and going through them with the help of their
teachers and friends.



AVID READERS of the Month

SMART WONDERS SCHOOL

“One glance at a book and you hear the voice of another person, perhaps someone dead for 1,000 years.
To read is to voyage through time.”                 

                                                                                                                                                                                   ― Carl Sagan

MEHREEN KAUR of 3D HUNARVIR SINGH GILL
of 4B

HASRAT of 5A

ARMAAN of 6A RISHITA BHARDWAJ of 8A VARDHAN NARANG
of 8A



Book Covers designed by Students
“Books are good company, in sad times and happy times, for books are people – people who have
managed to stay alive by hiding between the covers of a book.”     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ― E.B. White

SMART WONDERS SCHOOL

SHANAYA SRIVASTAVA of 3A

SHAURYA SINGH of 4B TARAKSH KOHAR of 5A NIMRAT KAUR of 5A

RAGHAV GUPTA of 8C
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GURSIRAT KAUR HUNDAL of 6B VANSH ASHISH KUMAR GANDHI
of 7A AARAV SHARMA of 3C

HARJAS SINGH JAJUHA of 7A HARGUN KAUR of 6B AVNEET KAUR of 3B

NAKSH BHANDARI of 4A MANSEERAT KAUR of 5B MANAVJEET SINGH SAINI of 4B
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Near IVY Hospital, Sector 71, Mohali.

www.smartwonderschool.com

official@smartwonderschool.com

0172 - 2270063 - 65
+91 99148 15444

FOLLOW US ON

Your feedback matters...

https://www.instagram.com/smartwonderschoolmohali/
https://fb.me/smartwondersschool
https://www.linkedin.com/company/smartwonderschool
https://www.youtube.com/user/SmartWondersSchool

